
 

 

Today, I was removed from the Board of Directors for Whistle Blowing 
 
Jonathan S Park [Pak] 
November 29, 2017 
 

At 5:15 pm today on the 12th floor conference room I was removed from the BOD [Board of Directors] 

of HSA/FF [HSA-UWC/ FFUWP] by a 6 for / 1 abstention /1 opposed vote. I was the opposing vote. The 

person who abstained thought I should be removed from the board but he didn't think doing it now was a 

good idea. 

 

All the members on the board are incensed at me and are completely blaming me for the information that 

has gotten out to the membership which has made their lives uncomfortable. Some of them are 

vehemently accusing me of ruining their reputation by making a complaint even though no other member 

of the board was named except for Michael Jenkins. Michael Jenkins is now making vicious attacks 

against me personally even though he agreed with a lot of the work I did before.  

 

They are accusing me of ruining countless lives because of WHAT I DID. BK [Bishop Ki Hoon Kim] in 

their eyes has done absolutely nothing wrong and is not responsible for ruining any lives.  

 

One director said I made a bad mistake by not bring it to the full board before writing the complaint. I told 

them that no one on the Executive Committee ever suggested I take it to the full board and after I was 

slated for elimination there was no time.  

 

They equated discussing TM's [True Mother's] health and mental conditions as disobedience and betrayal 

and beyond my abilities. I told them get their head out of the sand and act and think like adults. The 

lynching was as expected. 

 

Next on their agenda is to ask Richard Buessing to form a committee to "investigate" my whistleblower 

complaint but it was obvious that no one on the board thinks there is anything to investigate. It is going to 

be a sham. 

 

After that I have no doubt they will terminate me for cause from employment at HSA/FF. 

 

I was expelled from the meeting after the vote to remove me so I do not know what has happened in the 

rest of the board meeting. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Jonathan Park 

 

Executive Managing Director 

Office of Asset Management & Property Development 

Former Member of the Board of Directors HSA-UWC/FFWPU 

481 8th Avenue Suite 524 | New York NY 10001 

Mobile: (917) 471-2817 

Email: jsp22106@ gmail,com 


